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Abstract—We propose a generalized energy model of complex cells to describe modulatory contextual influences on the responses of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1). Many orientationselective cells in V1 respond to contrast of orientation and motion of stimuli exciting the classical
receptive field (CRF) and the non-CRF, or surround. In the proposed model, a central spatiotemporal
filter, defining the CRF, is nonlinearly combined with a spatiotemporal filter extending into the nonCRF. These filters are assumed to describe simple-cell responses, while the nonlinear combination of
their responses describes the responses of complex cells. This mathematical operation accounts for
the inherent nonlinearity of complex cells, such as phase independence and frequency doubling, and
for nonlinear interactions between stimuli in the CRF and surround of the cell, including sensitivity to
feature contrast. If only the CRF of the generalized complex cell is stimulated by a drifting grating, the
model reduces to the standard energy model. The theoretical predictions of the model are supported
by computer simulations and compared with experimental data from V1.

INTRODUCTION

The responses of V1 neurons to a stimulus in the classical receptive field (CRF)
are influenced by stimuli in the non-CRF or surround (Albright and Stoner, 2002).
The responses represent not only information about stimulus features, but also
about the context in which a stimulus is embedded. The contextual influences of
neural responses correlate well with a variety of psychophysical phenomena, such
as perceptual pop-out (Kastner et al., 1997; Knierim and Van Essen, 1992), contour
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integration (Kapadia et al., 1995), surface perception (MacEvoy et al., 1998; Rossi
et al., 1996), and figure–ground segregation (Lamme, 1995; Lee et al., 1998; Zipser
et al., 1996).
The majority of V1 neurons shows selectivity for the orientation, spatial frequency, and speed of a drifting grating within their CRF; many V1 neurons are
also selective for the direction of motion (DeAngelis et al., 1993; Hubel and Wiesel,
1962; Movshon et al., 1978; Ringach, 2002, 2004). Two main classes of V1 neurons
have been identified: simple and complex. Simple cells are sensitive to the phase of
a drifting grating, while complex cells are not. Because of their linear properties,
simple cells are commonly described by spatiotemporal filters followed by a halfwave rectification. Complex cells, however, do not behave linearly; their responses
are either modelled by employing local spatial summation of simple-cell responses,
or, alternatively, by adding the squared responses of two simple cells (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; Chance et al., 1999; Dellen et al., 2005; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962;
Qian and Mikaelian, 2000; Skottun et al., 1991). The latter is known as the energy
model of complex cells (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Emerson et al., 1992). With
its variations, it remains successful in predicting experimental data (Dellen et al.,
2005; Rust et al., 2005; Touryan et al., 2005), but only as long as the surround of
the neuron is not stimulated.
Further neurophysiological studies have revealed that V1 neuronal responses are
far more complex than previously believed. It was shown that the response of
a cell activated by a stimulus in its CRF is affected by stimuli in the surround
(Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Grosof et al., 1993; Hegde and Felleman, 2003; Jones
et al., 2001; Levitt and Lund, 1997; Li et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2003; Rossi et
al., 2001; Sillito et al., 1995; Walker et al., 2000). These surround effects often
represent information about ‘feature’ contrast of line orientation or direction of
motion (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Levitt and Lund, 1997). In particular, the response
of many orientation-selective neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) to a stimulus
of optimal orientation in the CRF is often suppressed when the surrounding field
is of similar orientation. In the complementary case when the surround is oriented
orthogonal to the center stimulus, suppression is lifted; sometimes the response
is even facilitated (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Kastner et al., 1999; Lamme, 1995;
Levitt and Lund, 1997; Sillito et al., 1995). Similarly, the response of V1 neurons
to a moving stimulus is enhanced when the surround is moving in the opposite
direction, compared to the case when the surround is moving coherently with the
center stimulus (Cao and Schiller, 2003; Lamme, 1995; Orban et al., 1986).
Some neurons in the primary visual cortex display a property which is known as
endstopping, i.e. they are selective for bars of specific lengths (Hubel and Wiesel,
1962). Experimental data suggest that endstopped neurons provide the neural basis
for the computation of curvature (Dobbins et al., 1987), measuring the change of
orientation, or orientation contrast, along a line. Endstopping might thus have its
origin in a mechanism similar to that underlying feature contrast sensitivity.
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To date, it has remained unclear how surround areas should be incorporated into
descriptive models of cortical neurons, partly because modulatory influences appear to be inherently nonlinear. Previously, we showed that energy computations
performed by complex-cell models partially account for relative-motion sensitive
effects (Dellen et al., 2005). This effect originates from inherent mathematical properties of energy computations. Importantly, the effect arises in non-directionally selective complex cells, which might account for the striking independence of featurecontrast sensitivity from feature sensitivity. However, due to limitations of the
standard energy model, a treatment of center/surround interactions could not be
given (Dellen et al., 2005). In this work, we include non-CRF areas by proposing
a generalized model of complex cells in which two complex spatiotemporal filters
of different spatial extent and spatiotemporal properties are combined nonlinearly.
In this model, sensitivity to feature contrast, i.e. orientation and motion contrast,
between the CRF and non-CRF arises from energy computations of complex cells.
The fundamental and defining properties of complex cells, such as phase independence and frequency doubling, remain unaltered in the generalized description.

RESULTS

The generalized energy model of complex cells
In the energy model of complex cells (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) (Fig. 1A), the
basic nonlinear response properties of V1 neurons are reproduced by multiplying
a mathematically complex spatiotemporal filter with its complex conjugate,
cAB (t) = s(t)s ∗ (t),
where
s(t) =

 



I (x, t )W (x, x0 )



(1)


w exp[i(k · x − ψ )] dx g(t − t  ) dt  .
j

j

j

(2)

j

The function W (x, x0 ) = (1/πσ 2 ) exp[−(x − x0 )2 /σ 2 ] is a Gaussian of width σ
which defines the size of the CRF centered at x0 . The wave vector kj =
k(cos θ j , sin θ j ) defines the spatial frequency k and the spatial orientation θ j of
each spatial component of the model cell. The index j identifies the orientation
of the spatial component through θ j = j π/4, where j = 0, . . . , 7. Each spatial
component is multiplied by its weight wj and phase-shifted by ψ j . The function
g(t) = t[cos(ωt) + i cos(ωt + φ)] exp(−t/τ ) is a complex temporal filter. The
phase φ determines the directional selectivity of the filter. The functional form of
the temporal filter resembles real temporal responses of V1 neurons (Chen et al.,
2001; DeAngelis et al., 1993). The parameter τ determines the temporal decay of
the response and ω is the angular frequency of the filter. Unless otherwise specified,
the weights wj of the filter s(t) are all zero except for j = 0, where θ 0 = 0. The
integration is performed over the entire visual field.
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Motion-contrast sensitivity between stimuli within the CRF is an inherent property of complex cells, and it was shown that a straightforward extension of the standard model describes these types of nonlinear interactions in a satisfactory way
(Dellen et al., 2005). The relative motion of a moving object and a moving background causes a characteristic oscillation of the complex-cell response in the standard energy model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Dellen et al., 2005). The oscillation
frequency depends on the relative velocity of the moving entities. In the extended
version (Dellen et al., 2005), we transformed this sensitivity into a change of the
absolute amplitude by applying a linear temporal filter to the complex-cell response
(see Fig. 1A). However, the standard energy model and its extended version provide
a good approximation of actual complex-cell responses only as long as the non-CRF
is not stimulated, but break down when the surround is stimulated simultaneously
with the center. These nonlinear contextual interactions between center and surround are captured by neither model, simply because the area of integration of the
spatial filters does not include the surround. To overcome this limitation, we augment the model with spatiotemporal filters that extend outside the CRF. These filters
are not restricted to have the same spatiotemporal properties as the filter defining the
center; instead, they can cover a broad range of spatial frequencies and orientations.
Introducing all these spatiotemporal filters (or simple cells) results in a large spatiotemporal filter that integrates over the non-CRF:

 


l
l
l
I (x, t )Wη (x, x0 )
wη exp[i(kη · x − ψη )] dx gη (t − t  ) dt  , (3)
sη (t) =
l

where the index η denotes the non-CRF. The function Wη (x, x0 ) determines the
size and shape of the non-CRF, and the wave vector klη = k(cos θηl , sin θηl ) defines
the spatial frequency k and the spatial orientation θηl of each spatial component
contributing to the non-CRF. The index l specifies the orientation of the spatial
component through θηl = lπ/4, where l = 0, . . . , 7. The spatial frequency of the
non-CRF filter is taken to be identical to the spatial frequency of the CRF. Also,
both the non-CRF and the CRF filter are centered at the same spatial position x0 .
Each spatial component is phase-shifted by ψηl . The weights wηl determine the
spatial frequency selectivity and orientation selectivity of the filter. The function
gη (t) = t[cos(ωη t) + i cos(ωη t + φη )] exp(−t/τη ) is a complex temporal filter,
with the phase φη determining the directional selectivity of the filter. However, for
simplicity, we chose the temporal filter of sη (t) not to be directionally selective,
i.e. φη = 0. The standard energy model is generalized as follows. Instead of
multiplying the filter s(t) with its own complex conjugate (as in equation (1)), it is
multiplied with the complex conjugate of the spatiotemporal filter sη (t) of the nonCRF, which extends beyond the boundaries of the CRF. The nonlinear response of
the generalized model is then described by
c(t) = s(t)sη∗ (t).

(4)
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As before, the multiplication operation ensures that the model complex cell only
responds to stimuli that excite the CRF. However, the nonlinear operation has been
adjusted to permit concurring stimuli present in the non-CRF to influence the cell’s
response, thereby fulfilling the defining properties of the non-CRF. In the last step
of the algorithm, the response c(t) is temporally filtered to increase sensitivity to
feature contrast, and the absolute value of the real part of c(t) is computed to
ensure real-valued, positive responses (Dellen et al., 2005). In this final form of
the generalized energy model, the complex-cells reads:
 



 ∗ 

 

(5)
c̃(t) = Re
s(t )sη (t )h(t − t ) dt ,
with h(t) = t sin(2ωc t) exp(−t/τc ). A schematic of the generalized model is drawn
in Fig. 1B. The weights wηl will be selected to fit experimental data. To simplify
the ensuing computations, we only use orientations θηl ranging from 0 to 2π in steps
of π/4.
Computing relative direction of motion
We investigate the response of the model to drifting sinusoidal gratings, which are
widely used in experiment (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; DeAngelis et al., 1993; Hubel
and Wiesel, 1962; Movshon et al., 1978; Ringach, 2002). The direction of drift is
always orthogonal to the orientation of the grating. The CRF of the model complex
cell is stimulated by a drifting grating I (x − vξ · t) of spatial frequency κ = k and
velocity vξ = vξ (1, 0), which matches the preferred spatiotemporal frequency and
orientation of the filter defining the center. For simplicity, we chose a complex cell
that is not directionally selective and omit the imaginary part of the temporal filter.
For the CRF filter, we compute:

 
0

0
0
I (x − vξ · t )W (x, x0 ) cos(k · x − ψ ) dx
Re[s(t)] = w
(6)
× Re[g(t − t  )] dt 

 


I (x)W (x + vξ t  , x0 ) cos k0 · (x + vξ t  ) − ψ 0 dx
= w0


× Re[g(t − t  )] dt 


A cos(k0 · vξ t  − ψ 0 ) + B sin(k0 · vξ t  − ψ 0 )

(7)



× Re[g(t − t  )] dt 


A2 + B 2 cos[k0 · vξ t  − ψ 0 − arctan(B/A)]

(8)

= w0

= w0

× Re[g(t − t  )] dt 
≈ w0 a cos(kvξ t − ψ 0 − α),

(9)
(10)
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(A)

(B)
Figure 1. Schematics of energy models. (A) The extended standard energy model (Adelson and
Bergen, 1985; Dellen et al., 2005). Taken together, two spatiotemporal filters s 0 and s π/2 , differing
in phase by π/2, define a mathematically complex spatiotemporal filter that processes the input. The
spatial components of the two filters are depicted in the upper and lower squares on the left. The
filtered responses are multiplied with their complex conjugates (duplicated squares) and summed,
returning the complex-cell response of the standard energy model (central square with plus sign). In
the extended energy model, the complex-cell response is temporally filtered and rectified afterwards
(squares on the right). This additional step generates amplitude tuning to relative motion. (B) In the
generalized energy model of complex cells, the responses of a pair of spatiotemporal filters s 0 and s π/2
identical to those used in the standard model (see above) are multiplied by the complex conjugates
π/2
of the responses obtained from a different pair of spatiotemporal filters, sη0 and sη , obtained via
superposition of spatiotemporal filters extending into the non-CRF having different orientations (large
rectangles) and carrying weights wl = (1, 1.25, 1.5, 0.75, 0, 0.75, 1.5, 1.25) (see equation (35)). The
spatial filters, as they are used in simulations, are presented as insets. The resulting values are summed,
temporally filtered, and rectified.
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A=

I (x)W (x + vξ · t, x0 ) cos(k0 · x) dx,

(11)

I (x)W (x + vξ · t, x0 ) sin(k0 · x) dx,

(12)


B=
and
a = γ A2 + B 2 ,

(13)

α = arctan(B/A),

(14)

where γ is a scaling factor that arises from the amplitude modulation by the
temporal filter.
In the same way, we find

 

0
Im[s(t)] =
I (x − vξ · t )W (x, x0 ) sin(k · x − ψ ) dx
× Re[g(t − t  )] dt 
≈ w0 a sin(kvξ t − ψ 0 − α).

(15)
(16)

Hence, we have
s(t) ≈ w0 a exp[i(kvξ t − ψ 0 − α)].

(17)

For the non-CRF filter, only the spatial components that concur with the orientation of the center grating contribute to the response. Hence, we obtain:
sη (t) ≈ wη0 aη exp[i(kvξ t − ψη0 − αη )],
with

(18)


Aη =

I (x)Wη (x + vξ · t, x0 ) cos(k0η · x) dx,

(19)

I (x)Wη (x + vξ · t, x0 ) sin(k0η · x) dx,

(20)


Bη =
and
aη = γη A2η + Bη2 ,

(21)

αη = arctan(Bη /Aη ),

(22)

where γη is a scaling factor that arises from the amplitude modulation by the
temporal filter. The complex-cell response (before applying the temporal filter) in
the generalized model may then be written as:
c(t) = s(t)sη∗ (t)
=w

0

wη0 aaη

(23)
exp[i(ψη0

− ψ + αη − α)],
0

(24)
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where the trigonometric relationship cos(x) cos(y) + sin(x) sin(y) = cos(x − y)
has been used in the last step. Note that the response of the model complex cell to
the drifting grating is independent of time, which is also predicted by the standard
energy model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985). Qualitatively, the generalized energy
model reduces to the standard model provided only the CRF is stimulated with
a drifting grating, although not quantitatively, since even in the center W = Wη .
Suppose, however, a surround grating of velocity vs = vs (cos θsm , sin θsm ) having
vs = vξ , orientation θsm = mπ/4, and spatial frequency ks = κ = k, is added to the
center stimulus. Then only the spatial components that concur with the orientation
of either the surround- or center grating survive, and the response of the spatial filter
in the non-CRF reduces to
sη (t) = wη0 aη exp[i(kvξ t − ψη0 − αη )]
· vs t − ψηm+4 − βηm+4 )]
+ bη wηm+4 exp[i(km+4
η
m
m
+ bη wηm exp[i(km
η · vs t − ψη − βη )],
with

(25)


Alη

=

I (x)Wη (x + vξ · t, x0 ) cos(klη · x) dx,

(26)

I (x)Wη (x + vξ · t, x0 ) sin(klη · x) dx,

(27)


Bηl =
and
bηl = γηl (Alη )2 + (Bηl )2 ,

(28)

βηl = arctan(Bηl /Alη ).

(29)

Thus, for the complex-cell response we find
c(t) = s(t)sη∗ (t)

(30)

= w0 wη0 aaη exp[i(ψη0 − ψ + αη − α)]
· vs )t − ψ + ψηm+4 − α + βηm+4 )]
+ w0 abη {wηm+4 exp[i((k0 · vξ − km+4
η
m
m
+ wηm exp[i((k0 · vξ − km
η · vs )t + ψη − ψ − α + βη )]},

(31)

where the trigonometric relationship exp(ix) exp(iy) = exp[i(x + y)] has been
used.
Finally, let us construct the complex-cell response for different directions of
motions of the surround grating. For m = 0, we have
c(t) = w0 wη0 aaη exp[i(ψη0 − ψ + αη − α)]
+ w0 abη {wη4 exp[i(2kvξ t + ψη4 − ψ − α + βη4 )]
+ wη0 exp[i(ψη0 − ψ − α + βη0 )]},

(32)
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where only the contribution of the spatial component l = 4 is time-dependent. Thus,
subsequent temporal filtering with a bandpass filter of preferred temporal frequency
ω = 2kvξ eliminates the time-independent terms, such that
c̃(t) ≈ | Re{w0 abη {wη4 exp[i(2kvξ t + ψη4 − ψ − α + βη4 )]}|.

(33)

The temporally averaged response (denoted by  ) of the model complex cell is
found to behave as:
c̃(t) ∝ w0 wη4 .

(34)

In the same way, for the remaining surround-stimulus directions θsm we find
c̃(t) ∝ w0 wηm+4 ,

(35)

where m = 0 is identical to m = 8. By adjusting the weights wηl of the non-CRF
filter, we are able to fit the tuning curve of the model complex cell to experimental
data.
Simulations
Tuning to relative direction of motion. We have simulated the response of
a directionally-selective generalized complex cell to drifting sinusoidal gratings.
For the model complex cell, we choose the parameter values k = 1 cycle/ deg,
σ = 0.6 deg, ω = 4 cycles/s, ωη = 4 cycles/s, ωc = 8 cycles/s, τ = 0.088 s,
τη = 0.088 s, τc = 0.05 s, φ = −π/2, φη = 0, and vξ = 4 deg/s. Unless otherwise
specified, wj = 1 if j = 0 and wj = 0 if j = 0. The parameter values are chosen
such that the response of the model complex cell to a grating stimulus confined
to the CRF reproduce measured V1 neuronal responses (Cavanaugh et al., 2002;
DeAngelis et al., 1993; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Movshon et al., 1978; Ringach,
2002).
Experimentally, the properties of the non-CRF are less accessible than the CRF
properties, due to the interaction between the non-CRF and the CRF. However, nonCRF influences on the CRF responses of V1 neurons suggest that the non-CRF is at
least twice as large as the CRF (Cavanaugh et al., 2002). Accordingly, we choose
a window function for the non-CRF to be three times as large as the size of the CRF,
as illustrated in Fig. 1B. The weights wηl = (1, 1.25, 1.5, 0.75, 0, 0.75, 1.5, 1.25)
with l = (0, 1, 2, . . . , 7), respectively, of the non-CRF filter are chosen based on
the theoretically derived tuning curve of the surround interaction (see equation (35)),
such that the model’s tuning curves fit real tuning curves of V1 neurons with respect
to different orientations/directions (Cavanaugh et al., 2002) of surround gratings.
The phases ψη of the spatial filters of the surround are chosen randomly, since their
precise values have no influence on surround tuning properties of the model, as
shown by theoretical analysis (equation (35)). The parameters are the same in all
the simulations unless indicated otherwise.
Stimuli presented to the receptive field center are confined to a circular region
whose diameter di = 1 deg equals the spatial extent of the classical receptive field
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of the model cell; stimuli presented to the surround are confined to an annular region
whose inner diameter is equal to the diameter of the center stimulus (Fig. 2, insets).
The outer diameter of the annulus is d0 = 2 deg.
We first compute the response of the model complex cell to the center stimulus
alone. The direction of motion of the center grating is varied from −180 to 180 deg
in steps of 45 deg. The responses are then integrated over a time course of t = 2.5 s
and averaged over ten trials with refreshed gratings having randomly chosen phases.
The results are plotted in Fig. 2A (black dots). The shape of the tuning curve
reflects the selectivity of the model complex cell for direction. The tuning curve
of an actual complex cell from monkey primary visual cortex to the same stimulus
is plotted with the simulation data (Fig. 2A, open circles) (Cavanaugh et al., 2002).
The model results are scaled to fit the experimental values, which are plotted just as
presented in the original paper. Next, a drifting grating was added to the surround
while keeping the direction of the center grating fixed at the cell’s optimal direction
and vary the direction of the surround grating from −180 deg to 180 deg in steps of
45 deg. The results are plotted as black dots in Fig. 2B. The complex cell is tuned to
the relative direction of center and surround, with lowest responses for coincident
direction of motion and largest responses to gratings with orthogonal direction of
motion. The response profile of the model complex cell resembles experimentally
derived tuning curves from monkey primary visual cortex (Cavanaugh et al., 2002).
Some experimental data are plotted for comparison (Fig. 2B, open circles). If the
direction of the center grating is at 45 deg instead of at the optimal direction of the
model complex cell, the tuning curve flattens (Fig. 2C, black dots), a phenomenon
that has been observed in primary visual cortex (Cavanaugh et al., 2002) (Fig. 2C,
open circles). The model results presented in Figs. 2B and 2C are scaled and
shifted to fit the experimental values, which are plotted as presented in the original
paper. Since the model proposed here is an entirely functional description of cortical
complex cells, we set the concrete neuronal implementation of this normalization
aside. However, in a biophysical model, the normalization could be modelled by
incorporating a uniform, isotropic surround suppression (see Discussion).
Influence of center stimulus attributes on orientation-contrast sensitivity
We have investigate the influence of center contrast on orientation contrast sensitivity of the model complex cell. The center stimulus is a grating of the model
complex cell’s preferred orientation and spatial frequency. The surround stimulus is
a grating of the model complex cell’s preferred spatial frequency. We compute the
response as a function of the center contrast for different surround stimulus orientations. In Fig. 3A, the results for different surround stimulus orientations of 90, 45,
and 0 deg are plotted as dashed black, solid black, and solid gray lines, respectively.
The strength of the model complex cell’s sensitivity to orientation contrast depends
on the contrast of the center stimulus, which is a consequence of the nonlinear computations of the complex cell model. Similar effects have been observed in real V1
responses (Cavanaugh et al., 2002).
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(A)

(B)
Figure 2. Tuning to relative direction in the generalized energy model. (A) The center of
a directionally selective model complex cell is stimulated with a drifting grating. The size of the
grating is confined to a circle that covers the CRF of the model cell (inset). The diameter of the inner
circle is di = 2 deg. The direction of motion of the grating is varied from −180 to 180 deg in steps
of 45 deg. The mean response is plotted as a function of the angle of motion (black dots). The model
complex cell gives its best response for gratings moving at an angle of zero degrees and responds only
weakly to gratings which move in the opposite direction. For comparison, the tuning curve of a real
complex cell from monkey V1 is plotted together with the simulation data (open circles) (Cavanaugh et
al., 2002). The model results are scaled to fit the experimental values which are plotted as presented in
the original paper. (B) A surround grating confined to a circular annulus which lies outside the center
of the CRF is added to the stimulus (inset). The diameter of the outer annulus is d0 = 2 deg. We
compute the mean response of the model cell for a center grating moving in the preferred direction of
the model cell as a function of the direction of motion of the surround grating (black dots). The tuning
exhibits clear selectivity for relative direction of motion of center and surround, with best responses
for orthogonal surround gratings, intermediate responses for surround gratings moving in the opposite
direction, and minimal responses for surround gratings that move in the same direction as the center
grating. The simulation data gives a good fit to experimentally derived tuning curves from V1 (open
circles) (Cavanaugh et al., 2002). (C) When the center grating is moving in a suboptimal direction
(45 deg) (inset), the tuning curve to relative direction flattens, a phenomenon that is also seen in real
V1 cells (open circles) (Cavanaugh et al., 2002).
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(C)
Figure 2. (Continued.)

We further compute the model complex cell’s response for different choices of the
spatial frequency of the center stimulus. Results are obtained for surround stimulus
orientations of 90, 45 and 0 deg, plotted in Fig. 3B as dashed black, solid black, and
gray solid lines, respectively. The model complex cell’s sensitivity to orientation
contrast depends on the spatial frequency of the center stimulus. This model
prediction could be tested by presenting the same stimulus to real V1 neurons.
Influence of orientation selectivity on orientation-contrast sensitivity. In further
simulations, we have examined the extent to which the cell’s selectivity for
orientation determines its sensitivity to orientation contrast. The ‘orientation
selectivity index’ is defined as the ratio of the mean response to a moving center
grating of least effective orientation to the mean response to a center grating that
moves in the preferred direction of the cell, in the absence of stimulation of the
surround. To change the orientation selectivity of the model complex cell, we
include orientations with w1 = w7 = 0.15 and w2 = w6 = 0.12 in the central
spatiotemporal filter. The weight of the spatial component with j = 0 is varied
from 0.5 to 10, resulting in different values for the orientation selectivity index.
The sensitivity to orientation contrast is quantified by the ‘orientation modulation
index’, which is the ratio of the mean response to a stimulus configuration of high
orientation contrast to the mean response to a stimulus configuration of zero or low
orientation contrast. For the high orientation-contrast stimulus, we use a surround
grating in motion orthogonal to a center grating (Fig. 4A, inset). For the zero
orientation-contrast stimulus, we use a surround grating that moves in the same
direction as the center grating. The center grating moves in the preferred direction
of the cell in both cases. In Fig. 4A, the orientation modulation index computed
for four model cells and is plotted as a function of the orientation selectivity index
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(A)

(B)
Figure 3. Influence of center-stimulus attributes on orientation-contrast selectivity. (A) We compute
the responses of directionally-selective model complex cells as a function of the center stimulus
contrast for surround-stimulus orientations of 90, 45, and 0 deg, plotted as dashed black, solid black,
and solid gray lines, respectively. The model complex cell has a preferred orientation of 0 deg and
a preferred spatial frequency of 1 cycle/ deg. The strength of the surround modulation is dependent on
the contrast of the center stimulus. Model parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. (B) We compute the
response of the same model neuron as a function of the center stimulus spatial frequency for surroundstimulus orientations of 90, 45 and 0 deg, plotted as dashed black, solid black, and solid gray lines,
respectively. The strength of the surround modulation is dependent on the spatial frequency of the
center stimulus.

(black dots) for the particular stimulus type. The dots corresponding to a particular
model-cell type, characterized by the model parameters that are not being varied,
are connected with line segments.
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Next, we compute the orientation modulation index with respect to a different
orientation-contrast stimulus for the same sample of model cells. The visual scene
now consists of a stationary square-shaped window of size 2 × 2 deg2 which
contains a moving pattern of oriented stripes (Fig. 4B, inset). The square window is
surrounded by a moving pattern of stripes having either orthogonal orientation (high
orientation-contrast configuration) or the same orientation (zero orientation-contrast
configuration). The size of the background is 12 × 12 deg. The pattern in the center
and that in the surround move with the same velocity and in the same direction. The
modulation index for orientation is plotted as a function of the orientation-selectivity
index (Fig. 4B, black dots).
The results for both stimulus types show that the model complex cell’s sensitivity
to orientation contrast is independent of its selectivity to orientation, a result that
seems to be in agreement with experimental observations.
Influence of directional selectivity on motion-contrast sensitivity. We have also
studied the sensitivity of the model to motion contrast as a function of the cell’s
directional selectivity. The ‘direction selectivity index’ is the ratio of the response to
a center grating moving in the least preferred direction of motion to the response to a
center grating moving in the preferred direction of motion. The direction selectivity
of the model complex cell is varied by changing the phase φ of the temporal filter
g(t). The sensitivity to motion contrast is quantified by the ‘direction modulation
index’, which is the ratio of the mean response to a stimulus configuration of high
motion contrast to the mean response to a stimulus configuration of zero or low
motion contrast. For the high motion-contrast stimulus, we use a surround grating
moving in the direction opposite to that of a center grating. For the zero motioncontrast stimulus, we use surround grating that moves in the same direction as
the center grating (Fig. 5A, inset). The center stimulus moves in the preferred
direction of the cell. The direction modulation index is computed for four model
cells and plotted as a function of the directional-selectivity index (Fig. 5A, black
dots). The dots corresponding to a particular model-cell type, characterized by the
model parameters that are not being varied, are connected with line segments.
Next, we compute the direction modulation index of the same sample of model
complex cells for a different stimulus type. The visual stimulus consists of a square
window of size 2 × 2 deg2 that contains a moving random-dot pattern (Fig. 5B,
inset). The window is surrounded by a moving random-dot background that moves
in the direction opposite to the pattern in the high-feature-contrast condition, and in
the same direction in the low-feature-contrast condition. The size of the background
is 12 × 12 deg. Experimentally derived direction modulation indices from V1 are
plotted for comparison (Fig. 5B, open circles) (Lamme, 1995).
The results for both stimulus types demonstrate that the model complex cell’s
sensitivity to motion contrast is independent of its directional selectivity, which is
in agreement with experimental observations.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 4. Orientation-contrast sensitivity as a function of orientation selectivity. (A) We compute the
orientation modulation index for a grating stimulus (inset) at different orientation-selectivity indices
(see text). The orientation modulation index is plotted as a function of the orientation-selectivity index
of the model cell (black dots). No dependence of the modulation index on orientation selectivity
is observed. The dots corresponding to a particular model-cell type, characterized by the model
parameters that are not being varied, are connected with line segments. (B) We compute the orientation
modulation index for an orientation-contrast stimulus (inset) at different orientation-selectivity indices
(see text). The visual stimulus consists of a square-shaped window of size 2 × 2 deg2 that contains
a moving striped pattern oriented parallel to the y-axis. The window is surrounded by a moving
striped background of perpendicular orientation in the high orientation-contrast condition, and parallel
in the low-contrast condition. The stripes in the window and the surround are moving with the same
velocity diagonal downwards (inset). The orientation modulation index is plotted as a function of
the orientation-selectivity index of the model cell (black dots). No dependence of the orientation
modulation index on orientation selectivity is observed. The dots corresponding to a particular modelcell type, characterized by the model parameters that are not being varied, are connected with line
segments.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 5. Motion-contrast sensitivity as a function of direction selectivity. (A) We compute the
direction modulation index for a grating stimulus (inset) at different direction-selectivity indices (see
text). The direction modulation index is plotted as a function of the direction-selectivity index of the
model cell (black dots). No significant dependence of the direction modulation index on direction
selectivity is observed. The dots corresponding to a particular model-cell type, characterized by the
model parameters that are not being varied, are connected with line segments. (B) We compute the
direction modulation index for a motion-contrast stimulus (inset) at different direction-selectivity
indices (see text). The visual stimulus consists of a square-shaped window of size 2 × 2 deg2
that contains a moving random-dot pattern. The window is surrounded by a moving random-dot
background which moves in the opposite direction in the high direction-contrast condition, and in
the same direction in the low-contrast condition. The direction modulation index is plotted as a
function of the direction selectivity index of the model cell (black dots). No dependence of the
direction modulation index on directional selectivity is observed. The results are in agreement with
experimental data from primary visual cortex obtained for the same type of stimulus (open circles)
(Lamme, 1995). The dots corresponding to a particular model-cell type, characterized by the model
parameters that are not being varied, are connected with line segments.
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Orientation pop out. To illustrate the functional implications of orientationcontrast sensitivity, we have investigated the response of a population of model
complex cells to orientation-contrast-defined figures. The visual scene consists of
a stationary square window 2 × 2 deg2 in size which contains a moving pattern
of oriented stripes (Fig. 6A, inset). The square window is surrounded by a
moving pattern of stripes of opposite orientation in the high orientation-contrast
configuration (Fig. 6A, inset). The size of the background is 22 × 22 deg2 which is
large enough to avoid edge effects in the computation. The pattern in the center and
in the surround move with the same speed and in the same direction. In Fig. 6A, the
mean population orientation modulation index of a linear array of 20 model complex
cells with zero mean population orientation selectivity index is plotted as a function
of the position of the CRF center x0 (black dots). The mean response of model
complex cells with RF centers located inside the figure are enhanced compared to
the response of cells lying outside of the figure. In the population response, the
orientation-defined square ‘pops out’ with sharp borders. Model cell responses for
all cells with RF centers located near the edges and near the center of the figure
are both enhanced. Experimental data from V1 cells are plotted for comparison
(Fig. 6A, open circles) (Lamme, 1995). Compared to an earlier model in which the
edges of the figure are usually enhanced compared to the figure center (Dellen et al.,
2005), the model results are now in better agreement with the experimental data.
Motion pop out. To illustrate the functional implications of relative-motion
sensitivity, we have investigated the response of a population of model complex cells
to motion-contrast-defined figures. The visual stimulus consists of a square window
of size 2 × 2 deg2 which contains a moving random-dot pattern. The window is
surrounded by a moving random-dot background moving in the opposite direction
in the high-contrast configuration, and in the same direction in the low-contrast
configuration (Fig. 6B, inset). The size of the background is 22 × 22 deg2 . In
Fig. 6B, the mean population direction modulation index of an array of 20 model
complex cells with zero mean population direction selectivity index is plotted as a
function of the position of the CRF center x0 (black dots). The mean response of
model complex cells with RF centers located inside the figure is enhanced compared
to the mean response of model complex cells with RF centers located outside the
figure. In the population response, the direction-defined square pops out with sharp
borders. Both the edges and the center of the figure are enhanced, in contrast to an
earlier model (Dellen et al., 2005). Experimental data from monkey V1 are plotted
together with the simulation data (Fig. 6B, open circles) (Lamme, 1995).
Biologically inspired image-segmentation algorithm
The basic mechanism underlying feature-contrast sensitivity in the generalized
energy model of complex cells can be utilized to segment motion-contrast-defined
objects from a moving background. A patch of a 2D image is created by setting
all the image points located outside the patch equal to zeros. We compute the
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(A)

(B)
Figure 6. Computing structure from feature contrast with generalized complex cells. (A) Orientationcontrast induced pop out. The visual stimulus consists of a square-shaped window of size 2 × 2 deg2
that contains a moving striped pattern oriented parallel to the y-axis. The window is surrounded by a
moving striped background of perpendicular orientation. The stripes in the window and the surround
are moving with the same velocity diagonal downwards (inset). The mean orientation modulation
index of a population of 20 generalized complex cells with a mean orientation-selectivity index of
zero is computed as a function of the location of the center of the model complex cell (black dots).
The orientation-contrast-defined square pops out with sharp borders. Both the center as well as the
edges are enhanced. The result is in agreement with pop-out effects that have been observed in monkey
V1 for the same stimulus (Lamme, 1995) (open circles). (B) Motion-contrast induced pop out. The
visual stimulus consists of a square-shaped window of size 2 × 2 deg2 that contains a moving randomdot pattern. The window is surrounded by a moving random-dot background moving in the opposite
direction. The mean direction modulation index of a population of 20 generalized complex cells with
a mean directional-selectivity index of zero is computed as a function of the location of the center of
the model complex cell (black dots). The motion-contrast-defined square pops out with sharp borders.
Both the center as well as the edges are enhanced. The result is in agreement with pop-out effects that
have been observed in monkey V1 for the same stimulus (Lamme, 1995) (open circles).
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Fourier transform of the patch and multiply every point of Fourier space with the
equivalent complex conjugate point of the Fourier transform of the image. The
components of the non-linearly transformed images are summed. This procedure is
applied to every image of the image sequence. Finally, we differentiate the timedependent output and take its absolute value. We repeat the algorithm for other
spatial locations of the local patch to cover the whole image. The algorithm is
demonstrated for a moving opaque T-shaped random-dot object that moves in front
of a random-dot background. The T-shaped random-dot object moves to the right
while the background moves to the left. The object and the background are moving
with the same absolute speed of one pixel/time-step. A schematic of the stimulus is
presented in Fig. 7A. A mask in the shape of the object is overlayed on the snapshot
of the input stimulus for illustrative purposes only. In the algorithm, the T-shaped
object is only defined by its motion relative to the background. No brightness cues
are given. In Fig. 7B, a snapshot of the output is shown. The T-shaped figure is
clearly distinguished from the background. It matches the shape of the original
object.

DISCUSSION

We have proposed a generalization of the standard energy model of complex cells
(Adelson and Bergen, 1985) by including complex spatiotemporal filters from the
non-CRF in the model. This gives rise to two types of input, characterizing in turn
the CRF and non-CRF areas. In the generalized energy model, interactions between
stimuli within the CRF and non-CRF are sensitive to contrast of orientation and
motion. In particular, the response of a generalized complex cell to a moving grating
covering the CRF is modulated when a moving grating is added to the surround. The
strongest responses are obtained for gratings moving orthogonal to each other, with
intermediate responses for gratings moving in opposite directions and minimum
responses for gratings moving in the same direction. The response to orientation
contrast is dependent on the contrast and spatial frequency of the center stimulus.
In the model, orientation-contrast sensitivity decreases with decreasing contrast of
the center stimulus. Further, if the spatial frequency of the center stimulus deviates
from the preferred spatial frequency of the model neuron, orientation-contrast
sensitivity is reduced. The model’s orientation- and direction-contrast sensitivities
are independent of the model cell’s selectivity for orientation and direction. The
results are in agreement with experimental data from monkey primary visual cortex
(Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Kastner et al., 1999; Lamme, 1995; Levitt and Lund,
1997; Sillito et al., 1995). The generalized energy model proposed in this paper is
a functional description of cortical cells. It does not attempt to model the precise
biophysical mechanisms underlying cortical functions.
The sensitivity of the model to feature contrast between a center stimulus and
a surround stimulus has important functional implications for the processing of
figures whose boundaries are defined by a stimulus context. In the model, pop-out
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(A)

(B)
Figure 7. Biologically inspired algorithm for the computation of structure from motion contrast.
(A) A T-shaped random-dot object is moving in front of a random-dot background of equal density
and intensity. The T-shaped object is only defined by its motion relative to the background. The
background is moving to the left while the object moves to the right. No other cues are given.
A snapshot of the image sequence is presented. For illustrative purposes, the T-shaped object is
highlighted. (B) We compute the Fourier transform of a local spatial patch of each 2D image of
the sequence and multiply every component with the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of
the image. The components of the non-linearly transformed images are summed. This procedure is
applied to every image of the image sequence. Finally, we differentiate the time-dependent output and
take its absolute value. We repeat the algorithm for other spatial locations of the local patch to cover
the whole image. A snapshot of the output sequence is presented. The T-shaped objects pops out from
the background with sharp borders. The motion-defined object can thus be tracked continuously from
frame to frame.
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effects due to orientation and motion contrast are observed that closely resemble
pop-out phenomena in measured V1 responses (Lamme, 1995).
The mechanism underlying feature-contrast sensitivity in the generalized model
was further used to develop a biologically inspired algorithm for the computation
of structure from motion, which allows motion-defined objects to be detected and
tracked continuously from frame to frame. The algorithm might be useful for
machine vision applications.
Previous models of contextual modulation in V1 are mostly based on the assumption that surround cells selectively inhibit cells with similar orientation or direction
preference, for example via inhibitory interneurons (Dragoi and Sur, 2000; Grigorescu et al., 2003; Somers et al., 1998; Stemmler et al., 1995; Zhaoping, 2003).
In the model of Dragoi and Sur (2000), facilatory effects are due to disinhibition
caused by a second population of inhibitory neurons. These models have been
successful in describing contextual effects of V1 neurons. However, some properties of contextual effects remain elusive. For example, the orientation-contrast
and motion-contrast sensitivities have been shown to be independent of the orientation/direction selectivity index of the neuron (Lamme, 1995). Even fully unselective
cells show highly significant figure-ground enhancement in response to orientationcontrast- and motion-contrast-defined figures. These phenomena are not predicted
by models employing simple local rules such as binding by similarity in feature
space. In the generalized energy model of complex cells, both orientation-contrast
and direction-contrast sensitivity are largely independent of the selectivity for orientation and motion direction inherent to the complex cell. The contextual effects
observed in the model originate from nonlinear interactions of spatiotemporal filters. In contrast, mechanisms for feature-contrast detection based on local rules,
for example inhibitory effects between cells with similiar orientation and direction
selecitivities, are expected to be highly dependent on the selectivity of the neuron
for the particular feature. In particular, a neuron which responds to motion in both
the left and the right direction will not become sensitive to motion contrast by introducing inhibition from surround neurons of similar direction preference. Until now,
this argument has served as a support for feedback models. The computation of
feature contrast through energy computations proposed here provides an alternative
explanation which does not require feedback.
Orientation contrast sensitivity is related to endstopping, i.e. the selectivity for
bars of a specific length (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). A mathematical model of
enstopped neurons due to Dobbins et al. (1987) showed that endstopping provides
a basis for the calculation of curvature, which can be understood as orientation
contrast along a line. In their model, the response of a simple cell is inhibited by
another simple cell having a larger receptive field. The contributions of the two cells
are combined via a subtraction followed by a rectification. In our model, we also
combine responses of model simple cells with receptive fields spanning different
areas of the visual field, but the model simple cell responses are combined using
multiplication, giving rise to nonlinear response properties of the model neurons.
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The proposed model can in principle be implemented by a combination of
feedforward and recurrent connections. In this picture, feedforward input either
from simple cells or from the LGN creates the CRF, or, in terms of our mathematical
formulation, the mathematically complex linear spatiotemporal filter s(t). This filter
defines the feature selectivity of the complex cells. Recurrent connections draw in
linear filters form a large area of the visual space and are combined nonlinearly
with the feedforward input, maybe at the synaptic stage. This scenario agrees with
experimental data, which suggest that simple cells behave more like complex cells
when the effect of recurrent excitatory connections is enhanced (Sillito et al., 1995).
Further support comes from recent findings that complex cells are best described
using more than one pair of linear filters (Rust et al., 2005). Furthermore, the
generalized energy model contains a normalization which could be implemented
by a uniform surround inhibition or a gain control mechanism.
In conclusion, we find that the nonlinear transformations proposed in the generalized energy model serve as a feature-contrast detector and reproduce measured V1
tuning curves. These nonlinear transformations also produce phase independence a
property which distinguishes complex cells from simple cells. In the future, it could
be clarified how far energy computations play a functional role for the computation of feature contrast in V1 by measuring whether feature-contrast sensitivity and
phase independence are correlated.
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